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Abstract. The problem of SMEs in Indonesia as a “high-risk borrower” that has not been resolved until today. The purposes of this study was to analyze the financial literacy as mediating between corporate governance and SMEs’ credit risk
in Indonesia. This sample method used purposive sampling: 1273 units of Trade and Service SMEs fostered by Central Java
that received credit in 2018. Twenty percent of the totals were taken, so the total was 255 samples. The data collection technique used questionnaires and interviews. The number of questionnaires distributed were 255 with a response rate of 95%,
so resulting 242 respondents. Data analysis used descriptive and Regression Method. The corporate governance shown by
responsibility, independence, and fairness did not affect SMEs’ credit risk. In other words, transparency and accountability
is effective in reducing SMEs’ credit risk. Also, financial literacy can strengthen the influence of transparency, accountability, and responsibility in reducing credit risk for SMEs in Indonesia.
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Introduction
In developing country Small Medium Enterprises (SMEs)
have important role at economic growth, but it has limited financing (Mutezo, 2013), do not have collateral and do
not have adequate financial reports (Maseko & Manyani,
2011). SMEs have high-risk borrower (Ciftci et al., 2019;
Mutamimah & Hendar, 2017). Credit risk occurs when
SMEs as debtors fail to pay off debt on time (Kolapo et al.,
2012). The strategy to reduce credit risk is implement of
corporate governance (Saeed et al., 2018). The existence
of Corporate Governance (CG) can eliminate asymmetric
information and credit risk can be reduced. Asymmetric
information is occurred when the information held by
banks is smaller than SMEs, which encourages the moral
hazard in the use of capital by SMEs, thereby increasing
credit risk. However, corporate governance as the form
of mechanisms and structures to regulate, monitor and
control the behavior of SME managers will be able to reduce the moral hazard in the use of capital, increase transparency, accountability, fairness, and responsibility which
can eliminate asymmetric information between banks and
SMEs, so that can reduce credit risk. The emergence of
conflict is explained by agency theory (Jensen & Meckling,

1976). Banking as the principal gives confidence to SMEs
as agent to be able to manage the capital properly. However, asymmetric information encourages SME managers
to carry out opportunistic behavior to prioritize their interests which will harm creditors and other stakeholders.
The CG in SMEs is different from CG in large companies,
because SMEs in Indonesia was still a one-man show and
family business, majority of SMEs in Indonesia have not
yet gone public, so agency problems in SMEs in this study
is a problem between creditors and debtors.
Researches on the influence of CG on credit risk show
inconsistent results and inconclusive. Postnova (2012)
stated that CG cannot reduce credit risk. However, Dao
and Pham (2015) showed that CG can decrease of credit
risk. This research is motivated by the unresolved problem
of SMEs credit risk and a research gap. The results of previous studies do not include financial literacy as a moderating variable. Hussain et al. (2018) said that financial
literacy can decrease of asymmetric information.
Based on result of previous researchers to make novelty by including financial literacy as a moderating variable.
Financial literacy as a form of intangible assets must be
owned by SME managers as explained by Resource Based
View Theory (Wernerfelt, 1984). Previous researches
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ignore of financial literacy. Fatoki (2014) said that good
financial literacy, SMEs manager should make the right financial decisions, so that they can pay their loans on time.
Moreover, Okello et al. (2017) said that financial literacy
make it easier to choose the strategic of funding sources.
Hence, the existence of financial literacy can minimize
credit risk.
The research is to analyse of financial literacy in moderating the effect of CG on SMEs’ credit risk in Indonesia. Contribution of this result to the development of
corporate governance model based on financial literacy
as explained by the Agency Theory and Resource-Based
View Theory so that credit risk can be reduced. Also, this
research is beneficial for banks as a basis for lending to
SMEs and also beneficial for the government as a basis
for improving regulations related to corporate governance
based on financial literacy.

1. Review of literature
1.1. Small Medium Enterprises in Indonesia
SMEs have a strategic role in employment and economic
growth, because the majority of business units in Indonesia are SMEs with 99.9% of all business units, and 0.01%
is a large business. SMEs in Indonesia have some characteristics: the family business; management functions held
by one person, do not go public on the Stock Exchange
(Kurniawati et al., 2018), limited financial access (Maseko
& Manyani, 2011) and credit risk for non SMEs are lower
than SMEs (Mutamimah & Hendar, 2017). This shows
that SMEs have a vast opportunity to be studied in order to contribute to economic empowerment and reduce
poverty.

1.2. Corporate Governance (CG) and credit risk
CG is based on agency theory, because as agents, SMEs
will prioritize their interests than the others. SMEs’ CG
becomes a framework, processes, and attitudes to enhance
value, reputation, and business sustainability. CG can increase the confidence of creditors towards SMEs (Abor &
Adjasi, 2007). The quality of mechanisms is determined
by internal mechanisms for corporate governance implementation (Handriani & Robiyanto, 2019; Mutamimah,
2020). CG in SMEs can reduce risk of debt effectively.
Transparency as a CG whereby SME managers must
report the financial performance precisely, quickly, and
correctly to banks and other stakeholders (Fülöp, 2014).
Ansong (2013) state that the improper SMEs transparency results in credit risk. Therefore, SMEs’ transparency
is needed for creditor, and SMEs’ financial management
must be better. The existence of transparency will eliminate asymmetric information so that credit risk can be reduced. H1: Transparency has a negative effect on credit risk.
SMEs must comply the rules, monitoring and evaluation system both internally and externally as a form of
SMEs’ accountability. When SMEs’ managers conduct periodic monitoring and evaluation of all SME activities, it
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can immediately be found if there are irregularities in the
management and SMEs can work according to procedures
and plans, so that SMEs pay off debts on time. If SMEs
can implement corporate governance effectively, SMEs can
manage risk well (Ansong, 2013).
H2: accountability has a negative effect on credit risk.
SMEs should compile financial reports periodically,
obeying the laws and regulations as a form of responsibility. Hanifah (2015) found that the implementation of
SMEs’ responsibility is very good. In other words, SMEs
have complied with laws and regulations, and have been
responsible to banks and stakeholders, so that it can reduced credit risk.
H3: Responsibility affects credit risk.
This principle of independence that SMEs must be
professional and objective so they can produce objective
decisions. Hanifah (2015) stated that independence on
SMEs on average is 61%, SMEs manager can professionally manage without conflict of interest, so it will reduce
credit risk.
H4: Independence affects credit risk.
Fairness in SMEs has a direct impact on recording and
accounting standards and information disclosure that can
increase creditors’ trust (Abor & Adjasi, 2007). Hanifah
(2015) showed that SMEs have implemented fairness in
their business operations. This means, SMEs have implemented a system of justice and equality in fulfilling the
rights of banks and other stakeholders, so that it will reduce credit risk.
H5: Fairness has a negative effect on credit risk.

1.3. Financial literacy, corporate governance and
credit risk
The Resource-Based Theory explained that corporate performance and sustainability are determined by the internal
resources (Wernerfelt, 1984). Financial literacy as internal
resource becomes an intangible assets: knowledge, skills,
experience, and reputation (Eniola & Entebang, 2015). According to Lusardi and Mitchell (2014), financial literacy
is financial management knowledge to achieve prosperity.
Fatoki (2014) stated that by having good financial skills,
businesses should make financial decisions appropriately
so that they can pay their loans on time. Smith (2011)
stated that if SME managers do not have financial literacy,
hence causing losses in their business. Financial literacy
can moderate information gaps and improve professional financial management it can also reduce credit risk
(Adomako et al., 2016). Lusardi and Scheresberg (2013)
said that there is financial literacy can minimize of the
loan cost. Someone who has knowledge, understanding
and skills of financial management in calculating, analyzing, selecting, comparing, and choosing various types of
credit will receive high quality credit so improve the cost
of debt. Likewise, if someone does not have the knowledge
and skills of financial management in calculating, analyzing, selecting, comparing and choosing various types of
credit offered by various financial institutions, then they
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will get low quality credit, so that the cost of debt is huge.
This is explained by Fatoki (2014) that if the financial
literacy possessed by business people, they can make accurate and efficient financial decisions.
If SMEs are knowing, understanding, and having skills
in financial management, they can strengthen in delivering information in a timely, correct, and accurate manner to banks and other stakeholders. Fatoki (2014) stated
that to get better financial decision, SMEs’ managers have
good financial literacy. Wise (2013) added that literacy of
financial allows managers to record financial statements
that can facilitate managerial decision making. The ability
to monitor financial statements conducted by SMEs can
reduce credit risk.
H6: Financial Literacy can strengthen the effect of transparency on credit risk.
Knowledge, understanding, skills of financial management, and credit management can strengthen SME managers in implementing a clear system of business accountability so that SMEs can pay off debts on time. Financial
literacy is divided into two, namely external and internal
literacy of financial (Wise, 2013). It can support SME
managers in accountability to reduce credit risk.
H7: Financial literacy can strengthen the effect of accountability on credit risk.
Adomako et al. (2016) stated that SMEs’ managers must have knowledge, understanding, and skills in
choosing various alternatives financial decision choices as
a form of SMEs’ responsibility. Knowledge, understanding,
and skills of SMEs’ financial management can strengthen
SMEs in financial reports, obey the laws and regulations as
a form of accountability to financial institution and others,
so that it can reduce credit risk.
H8: Financial literacy can strengthen the effect of responsibility on credit risk.
Financial literacy is a competency that must be retained
by SME managers. Mutegi et al. (2015) said that SME’s
manager who have good financial literacy can pay the loan
in the scheduled time and increases the creditworthiness of
SMEs. Okello et al. (2017) stated financial knowledge can
aid manager to minimize credit risk in the corporation. The
higher the knowledge, understanding, and skills of SMEs
in managing finances, the better it strengthens SMEs to be
professional without conflicting interests or pressure from
any party. Thus, SMEs can make decisions objectively and
no party is harmed so that credit risk can be reduced.
H9: Financial literacy can strengthen the effect of independence on credit risk.
Glaser and Walther (2013) stated that financial literacy can help managers in making financial decision and
managing credit risk. Knowledge, understanding, skills of
SMEs in managing finances and possible impacts that occur can strengthen SMEs to be fair and equal in fulfilling
the rights of internal and external parties based on agreements, laws, and regulations. Hussain et al. (2018) stated
that financial literacy can reduce asymmetry information,
collateral deficits, and prevent SMEs from doing adverse
business management.

H10: Financial Literacy can strengthen the effect of fairness on credit risk.

2. Methodology
This is an explanatory research which aims to test theories
or hypotheses. This study used purposive sampling so that
the sample selection was right and on target according to
the research topic, with criteria as follows: a) Trade and
Service of SMEs that had access of financing from banks
in Central Java, with the total of 1273 SMEs, this sector
is able to provide the highest contribution to Gross Domestic Product (23.72%). With the characteristics of this
homogeneous SMEs, number of samples were 20% from
population, so that total of SMEs was 255 (20% x 1273
SMEs).
The number of questionnaires distributed was 255,
however the fully completed questionnaires (the response
rate 95%) so that 242 questioners were analyzed. The
primary data through interviews and questionnaires.
This method was carried out because SMEs did not have
documented data, such as corporate governance, credit
risk and financial literacy. The questionnaire with a Likert
scale used 5 points measurement. The dependent variable
is credit risk, while the dependent variable are corporate
governances: transparency, accountability, responsibility,
independence, and fairness (Hanifah, 2015; Kurniawati
et al., 2018), and moderating variable is financial literacy.
To make it easier to collect data through questionnaires
and interviews, all variable used indicator. Transparency
of SMEs: convey corporate information to creditors and to
stakeholders in an open, fast and accurate manner, publish
financial reports for tax purposes. Accountability: SMEs
have business guidelines clearly and detailed business
monitoring and evaluations. Responsibility: SMEs always
provide financial reports to authorities, provide social program to the community and stakeholders, obey laws and
regulations. Independent: SMEs always act professionally
in decision making, SMEs are impartial in decision and
action, and never prioritize their personal and group interests. Fairness: SMEs are always balanced in treating all
stakeholders and providing relevant information for the
owner.
This study used descriptive and Moderating Regression Analysis, test of every questioner indicator, and test
of assumption classic. This equation as follows:
CR = a + β1TR + β2ACC + β3RSP + β4IND +
β5FRN + β6FL + β7TRFL + β8ACCFL + β9RSPFL +
β10INDFL + β11FRN FL + e.
(1)
Notes: CR – credit risk, a – constant, β1, β2, β3, …
βn – regression coefficient, TR – Transparency, ACC – accountability, RSP – responsibility, IND – independence,
FRN – fairness, FL – financial literacy (moderating variable), e – error.
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3. Results and discussion
Result and discussion: respondent profile, variable description, instrument and classical assumption test result,
and multiple regression analysis result.
Respondent profile. In total, there are 242 SMEs managers in Indonesia, with the profiles are as follows: The majority of respondents are men (51%) and women (49%).
Most of them are aged between 28–38 years (37%) and
39–49 years (22%). This means that the majority of SME
managers in Indonesia are in the productive age which is
very easy to develop financial literacy. Education of SME
managers is dominated by high schools (38%), and (12%)
have elementary school. SMEs in Indonesia become a strategic method for expanding employment opportunities.
The majority of SMEs were detailed as their own (53%),
family owned (29%), and partnerships (10%). The majority of SMEs (50%) do not have financial report, and (34%)
simple records and only (12%) of them record financial
statements.
The variable description is obtained from the responses of respondents in the form of a Likert scale, which is
a scale of 5. Before doing the variable description, it is
preceded by determining the range of the respondent’s
answer scale with the following formula:
SR =

(m − n) .

(2)

C

Note: SR = Scale of Range; m = Highest measurement;
n = Lowest measurement; C = Sum of classes.
Thus
=
SR

5 − 1)
(=
3

1.33.

Variable description. Based on respondents’ answers,
it is categorized that: low reflects (1–2.33), moderate reflects (2.34–3.67) and high reflects (3.68–5). The average value of the transparency is 3.4107 (moderate) that
SMEs have delivered financial information to banks and
other stakeholders correctly, quickly and precisely, but not
maximally. The accountability an average value of 3.3285
(moderate), means that SMEs have not been maximized
in carrying out their business activities in the form of clarity of functions. The responsibility with average value of
3.4603 (moderate), that SMEs have not optimized their
responsibilities and compliance with law and regulation.
Independence is 3.5140 (moderate), that most SMEs have
not applied the principles of management yet and there
are influenced from other parties, so that decision-making
has not objective. Fairness with a value of 3.404 (moderate), means that SMEs have treated all stakeholders fairly,
relevant laws, and regulations, but not maximal yet. Financial literacy with a value of 3.438 (moderate) means
that SMEs’ managers have the knowledge, understanding,
and skills of financial management and risk management,
but not yet reach maximal. The credit risk with value of
3.7680 (high) means that unpayment high, so it is very

difficult to manage borrowed funds and encourage high
credit risk (Andrews & Gikunoo, 2011; Maseko & Manyani, 2011; Mutezo, 2013).
The instrument test results showed that all variables
used in this study (transparency, accountability, responsibility, fairness, independence, financial literacy, and credit
risk) are valid. The reliability test results with a Cronbach
Alpha is 0.861 > 0.60, all indicators in the variables of
transparency, accountability, responsibility, fairness, independence, financial literacy, and credit risk are reliable
or consistent from time to time. The classical assumption
test results showed that the Kolmogorov-Smirnov’s sig.
(5%) of 0.351 > 0.05, meaning that data is normally distributed. Multicollinearity test results indicate that all variables: transparency, accountability, responsibility, fairness,
independence, and financial literacy have a VIF value of
less than 10, meaning that multicollinearity does not occur. Heteroscedasticity test is done by using the Glejser
test, the results indicate that the transparency, accountability, responsibility, fairness, independence, and financial literacy have values > 0.05, meaning that there is no
heteroscedasticity.
Table 1. Regression result
Coefficient

SE

a

6.751

TR

–.627

ACC
RSP
IND
FRN

t

Sign

1.151

5.862

.000

.227

–2.759

.007

–.623

.242

–2.574

.011

–.531

.284

–1.871

.063

.192

.271

.706

.481

.426

.262

1.626

.105

–1.059

.315

–3.367

.001

TR×FL

.165

.057

2.910

.004

ACC×FL

.148

.065

2.273

.024

RSP×FL

.170

.073

2.347

.020

IND×FL

–.023

.075

–.308

.759

FRN×FL

–.083

.069

–1.199

.232

FL

Notes: SE – Standard Error; a – constant; CR – credit risk; β1, β2,
β3, … β – regression coefficient; TR – transparency; ACC – accountability; RSP – responsibility; IND – independence; FRN –
fairness; FL – financial literacy; e – error.

Hypothesis 1 states that transparency can decrease the
credit risk. Table 1 show that transparency has a coefficient –0.627, t-value of –2.759 which significant at 0.007,
because the significance level is less than 0.05, so hypothesis 1 is accepted. The results show that transparency as
a corporate governance mechanism influence credit risk
at 5% level of significance. This indicates that SMEs publish the financial information to creditors and stakeholders accurately, so it can reduce credit risk. These results
doesn’t support Andrews and Gikunoo (2011); Maseko
and Manyani (2011); Mutezo (2013), and also doesn’t support Dzigba (2015); Postnova (2012) that corporate governance cannot reduce credit risk. However, this results
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support Dao and Pham (2015); Ko et al. (2019) that found
corporate governance can reduce credit risk.
Hypothesis 2 states that accountability able to reduce
on credit risk. Table 1 show that accountability has a coefficient –0.623, t-value of –2.574 which significant at 0.011,
because the significance < 0.05, so accepted the hypothesis
2. The accountability can decrease risk of loan at the 5%
level of significance. This finding support Dao and Pham
(2015); Ko et al. (2019) that corporate governance can
reduce credit risk. However, this results doesn’t support
research by Dzigba (2015); Kryvko and Reichling (2012);
Postnova (2012), that corporate governance cannot reduce
credit risk.
Hypothesis 3 states that responsibility has a negative
effect on credit risk. Table 1 show that responsibility has
a coefficient –0.531, t-value of –1.871 which significant
at 0.063, because the significance level is greater than
0.05 so hypothesis 3 is rejected. Responsibility as a corporate governance mechanism cannot reduce credit risk.
The level of responsibility for SMEs in Indonesia is poor
(Hanifah, 2015), SMEs do not provide documented of social assistance to communities because there are no binding regulations requiring SMEs to do so. Likewise, SMEs
have not fully complied with laws and regulations and are
accountable to creditors and other stakeholders, because
the characteristics of SMEs do not go public, so they do
not require SMEs to provide social assistance. This result
support research by Dzigba (2015); Kryvko and Reichling
(2012); Postnova (2012) that corporate governance cannot
reduce credit risk. However, these findings do not support
Dao and Pham (2015); Ko et al. (2019) that found corporate governance can reduce credit risk.
Hypothesis 4 states that independence can mitigate the
credit risk. Table 1 resulted that the independence coefficient is 0.192, t-value of 0.706 which significant at 0.481
that is greater than 0.05, because the significance level is
greater than 5% so hypothesis 4 is rejected. The independence cannot reduce credit risk at the significance level of
5%. This means, SMEs’ management is a predominantly
one-man show or single fighter (Hanifah, 2015) so that
SMEs are not professionally managed and pressure from
any party. SMEs are unable to act professionally in every
decision making; SMEs are often subjective in making
decisions and actions, and often prioritize their personal,
family and group interests. These results supported by the
status of ownership of SMEs, where the majority of which
are 53% of individual ownership, family ownership is 29%.
This ownership is very difficult to act independently, constantly put personal and family interests first, mixing business and personal finances, irregularities in the use of capital often occur so it cannot reduce credit risk. This results
support research by Dzigba (2015); Kryvko and Reichling
(2012); Postnova (2012) that corporate governance cannot
reduce credit risk. However, these findings do not support
research by Dao and Pham (2015); Ko et al. (2019) that
corporate governance can reduce credit risk.
Hypothesis 5 states that fairness has a negative influence on credit risk. Table 1, it shows that fairness has a

coefficient of 0.426, t-value of 1.626 which significant at
0.105 that is greater than 0.05, because the significance
level is greater than 5% so hypothesis 5 is rejected. It indicated that fairness cannot reduce credit risk. The justice and equality system implemented by SME managers
has not been able to fulfill the rights of banks and other
stakeholders so that the implementation of fairness cannot reduce the credit risk. This is supported by value of
fairness of 3.404 (medium) that SMEs have treated the
stakeholders fairly which arises based on relevant laws and
regulations, but has not been maximized. Hence, fairness
cannot reduce credit risk. The results of this study support
research by Dzigba (2015); Kryvko and Reichling (2012);
Postnova (2012) that corporate governance in SMEs is
still low so that it cannot reduce credit risk. However,
these findings do not support research by Dao and Pham
(2015); Ko et al. (2019) that corporate governance can reduce credit risk.
Hypothesis 6 states that financial literacy can strengthen the effect of transparency on credit risk. Based on the
regression result, the value of interaction between financial literacy and transparency is 0.165 with a t-value of
2.910 which significant at 0.004, because the significance
level is smaller than 0.05, so hypothesis 6 is accepted at
5% level of significance. This indicates financial literacy is
able to strengthen the effect of transparency in reducing
credit risk. The results show that financial literacy shown
by knowledge, understanding, and skills of SMEs in managing finances are able to strengthen SMEs in financial reports quickly, correctly to both creditors and other stakeholders. This finding is in line with Hussain and Matlay
(2007) that financial literacy can reduce asymmetric information, reduces monitoring costs, and improves capital
flows. This financial literacy can strengthen transparency,
as indicated by the reduction of asymmetric information
between creditors and debtors by reducing monitoring
costs, thereby reducing credit risk. This results supported
by Belas et al. (2018); Mutegi et al. (2015) that financial
literacy can reduce credit risk. This is supported by the
knowledge and skills in financial management. This result
is explained by the collaboration between agency theory
and resource-based theory. This study do not support research by Dzigba (2015); Kryvko and Reichling (2012);
Postnova (2012) that the corporate governance in SMEs
is still low, thus it cannot reduce credit risk, even though
it is strengthened by financial literacy.
Hypothesis 7 states that financial literacy is able to
strengthen the effect of accountability on credit risk. Table 1 shows that the interaction coefficient between financial literacy and accountability is 0.148, t-value of 2.273
which significant at 0.024, because the significance level
is smaller than 0.05, hence hypothesis 7 is accepted. The
results show that financial literacy can moderate the effect
of accountability on credit risk at 5% level significance.
Thus, SME managers who have the knowledge, understanding and skills of SMEs in reporting are proven to be
able to strengthen the effect of implementing accountability in reducing credit risk. This supports research by Belas
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et al. (2018); Mutegi et al. (2015) that financial literacy will
encourage SME managers to be able to plan and evaluate financial with guidelines, and solve credit problems.
Therefore, the accountability as corporate governance
mechanism will be effective in reducing credit risk if it
is supported by the knowledge and skills of SME managers in financial management. This was explained by the
collaboration between agency theory and resource-based
theory. The results support research by Dzigba (2015);
Kryvko and Reichling (2012) that CG can reduce credit
risk if it is strengthened by financial literacy.
Hypothesis 8 states that financial literacy can strengthen the effect of responsibility on credit risk. Based on the
statistic results, the interaction value between literacy of
financial and responsibility is 0.170 with a t-value of 2.374
which significant at 0.020, because the significance level is
smaller than 5%, so hypothesis 8 is accepted. The results
show that financial literacy can moderate the effect of responsibility on credit risk at 5% level significance. This
means that knowledge, understanding, and skills of SME
managers in managing finances are able to strengthen the
effect of responsibility in reducing credit risk. This results
support Hussain and Matlay (2007); Hussain et al. (2018);
Siekei et al. (2013) that credit management skills help SME
managers in managing loan portfolios to ensure that interest costs are minimized, so that credit risk decreases.
Wise (2013) found that financial literacy can strengthen
managers’ ability to use complex financial knowledge,
improve social networks, communication, and skills in
the financial sector as SMEs’ responsibility to external
parties. Likewise, Hussain and Matlay (2007); Hussain
et al. (2018) explained that financial education can reduce
asymmetric information and reduce monitoring costs as
an implementation of corporate governance, so that credit
risk can be reduced. The implementation of responsibility
as a corporate governance mechanism will be effective in
reducing credit risk, if it is supported by financial literacy.
This result was explained by the collaboration between
agency theory and resource-based theory. This results
support research by Dzigba (2015); Kryvko and Reichling
(2012); Postnova (2012) that practices of CG in SMEs is
still low, hence it cannot reduce credit risk, even though
it is strengthened by financial literacy.
Hypothesis 9 states that financial literacy can strengthen the effect of independence on credit risk. The statistic
result show that the interaction value between financial literacy and independence is –0.023 with a t-value of –0.308
which significant at 0.759, because the significance level is
greater than 5%, so hypothesis 9 is rejected at 5% level of
significance. It means that the knowledge, understanding,
and skills of SMEs in managing finances cannot strengthen SMEs in acting independently in financial decision
making so that it does not affect credit risk. This is due to
the characteristics of SMEs in Indonesia which are family businesses so there is no separation between managers
and owners because there is only one person who dominates the business process and decision making, hence this
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affects the weak level of independence (Kurniawati et al.,
2018). This results support research by Menike (2019) that
SMEs tend to follow the habits of their parents and their
life experiences about financial management. SME managers tend to manage business and finance following the
culture and values of business owners Agyei (2018). This
means, SME managers get difficulties to be independent,
so they ignore financial literacy which can reduce credit
risk. This study also supports research by Dzigba (2015);
Kryvko and Reichling (2012); Postnova (2012) that corporate governance in SMEs is still poor, therefore it cannot reduce credit risk, even though it is strengthened by
financial literacy. This result is inconsistent with Belas
et al. (2018); Mutegi et al. (2015) that financial literacy
can reduce credit risk and Hussain and Matlay (2007);
Hussain et al. (2018) that financial education can reduce
asymmetric information as an implementation of corporate governance, hence credit risk can be minimized.
Hypothesis 10 states that financial literacy can
strengthen the effect of fairness on credit risk. However,
in Table 1, the interaction coefficient value between the
financial literacy and fairness is –0.083 with –1.199 (tvalue), 0.232 (significant value), because the significance
level is greater than 5%, so hypothesis 10 is rejected at 5%
level of significance. Financial literacy is not effective in
strengthening the effect of fairness in reducing credit risk
at 5% level of significance. The knowledge, understanding,
and skills of SMEs in managing finances including making
financial reports cannot strengthen the effect of fairness in
reducing credit risk. This is because the management of
SMEs is still a one-man show or family business. Habit of
SMEs are follow their parents, their life experiences and financial management knowledge (Menike, 2019) and SME
managers tend to manage business and finance following
the culture and values of owners (Agyei, 2018). Hence,
SME managers are very difficult to be fairness, and they
ignore financial literacy which can reduce credit risk. This
is support by Dzigba (2015); Hussain et al. (2018); Kryvko
and Reichling (2012); Postnova (2012) that the corporate
governance in SMEs is still poor so that it cannot reduce
credit risk, even though it is strengthened by financial literacy. Also, this does not support research by Belas et al.
(2018); Mutegi et al. (2015) that knowledge of financial is
one of the non-economic factors that can reduce credit
risk.

Conclusions
SMEs have a strategic role in increasing employment
and economic growth. However, it is difficult for SMEs
to develop because they have limited financial access, do
not have collateral and higher credit risk. Aims this study
to analyze the role of financial literacy in strengthening
role of CG: transparency, accountability, responsibility,
independence and fairness in reducing SMEs’ credit risk.
This result showed that corporate governance shown by
responsibility, independence and fairness cannot reduce
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SMEs credit risk, however transparency and accountability could. After being moderated by financial literacy,
this study found that transparency, accountability and
responsibility as corporate governance mechanism can
reduce credit risk. CG will be effective in reducing credit
risk if SME managers have knowledge, understanding and
skills of financial management. Also, the implementation
of corporate governance does not have an impact in reducing credit risk if SME managers low level of financial
knowledge. The implementation of corporate governance
will be effective if it is supported by the financial knowledge and financial competency that must be possessed by
SME managers, so that further, it can reduce credit risk.
This study has some limitations. It only examines the
implementation of corporate governance mechanisms in reducing credit risk in SMEs that do not go public in capital
market. Therefore, it can be compared with corporate governance in reducing credit risk in SMEs that go public. Also,
this study is only a cross section, it is expected that future
research can be developed with times series and panel data,
so that the results will be better and more comprehensive.
For practical implication, Indonesian government, financial institution and education institution must collaborate to give the education and training to increase SMEs’
financial literacy. So, SMEs can make the financial decision
better, can implement corporate governance, consequently
credit risk decreases. In addition, the Indonesian government must improve the corporate governance regulations
specifically for SMEs. Lastly, for theoretical implication, this
study should develop corporate governance models based
on collaborative between agency theory and resource-based
view theory to analysis the CG mechanism and financial
literacy for SMEs is needed so can reduce credit risk.
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